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Abstract: The edges of montmorillonite (MMT) react strongly with metals and organic matter, but the
atomic structure of the edge and its surface complexes are not unambiguous since the experimental
isolation of the edge is challenging. In this study, we introduce an atomistic model of a Na MMT
edge that is suitable for classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, in particular for the B
edge, a representative edge surface of 2:1 phyllosilicates. Our model possesses the surface groups
identified through density functional theory (DFT) geometry optimizations performed with variation
in the structural charge deficit and Mg substitution sites. The edge structure of the classical MD
simulations agreed well with previous DFT-based MD simulation results. Our MD simulations
revealed an extensive H-bond network stabilizing the Na-MMT edge surface, which required an
extensive simulation trajectory. Some Na counter ions formed inner-sphere complexes at two edge
sites. The stronger edge site coincided with the exposed vacancy in the dioctahedral sheet; a weaker
site was associated with the cleaved hexagonal cavity of the tetrahedral sheet. The six-coordinate Na
complexes were not directly associated with the Mg edge site. Our simulations have demonstrated
the heterogeneous surface structures, the distribution of edge surface groups, and the reactivity of
the MMT edge.

Keywords: clay edge; mineral surface; Na-montmorillonite; nanoporous minerals; molecular
dynamics; density functional theory; computational geochemistry

1. Introduction

Smectite minerals, common products of the weathering and low-temperature hydrothermal
alteration of primary minerals, are omnipresent in the environment with an outsized role in the fate
and transport of soil solution solutes. This significant role is due to the highly specific surface area
that is a consequence of the nanometer thickness (~1.0 nm) of these layered 2:1 phyllosilicate minerals.
Montmorillonite (MMT), a subgroup of smectite minerals, is comprised of an Al sheet between two Si
sheets arranged into tetrahedral-octahedral-tetrahedral (TOT) layers. In MMT, more than 50% of the
permanent negative charge (0.2–0.6 per formula unit) originates from substitutions of divalent cations
(e.g., Mg2+ or Fe2+) for Al3+ in the octahedral sheet [1]. Counter ions balance this permanent charge in
the interlayer nanopores. The hydration of these interlayer cations and osmotic pressure results in the
swelling of the smectite layers. The permanent negative charge imparts significant cation exchange
capacity to the MMT layers. These physicochemical properties of the MMT interlayer have been used
to great advantage in engineered barriers [2–4], nanocomposite materials [5–7], and pharmaceutical
and biomedical applications [8].

The edges of 2:1 phyllosilicate minerals are no less important to their reactivity, despite being
a much smaller fraction of the total surface area. The edges of these clay nanosheets are a source of
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variable charge in soils and an important sorption site for cations, anions, and any sorbates too large to
cross the boundary from the neighboring mesopore into the interlayer nanopore, such as soil organic
matter [1,9]. A comprehensive understanding of the clay edge is challenging as this small fraction of the
total surface area is difficult to isolate experimentally and the edge face is highly disordered. The choice
of a non- or low-swelling clay mineral combined with the careful manipulation of the experimental pH
and ionic strength has been used in sorption studies to discriminate between clay edge and interlayer
sorption [10–13]. A surface complexation model of sorption that treated both the permanent structural
and variable charge has proved successful in modeling sorption to MMT by employing a general
description of the edge sorption sites [14]. This 2 Site Protolysis Non Electrostatic Surface Complexation
and Cation Exchange (2 SPNESC/CE) model discriminates between strong and weak energy sites at
the MMT edges. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy has been used to
isolate a strong edge sorption site in the plane of the octahedral sheet at low-loadings but was unable
to resolve the weak reactive edge sites at higher sorbate loadings [15]. These experimental protocols
and surface complex models can provide a spatially-averaged perspective of edge surface sorption
based on the reporting unit queried experimentally. However, these experimental methods cannot
provide sufficient resolution for a true atomic-scale description of individual features of the edge
surface. Increasingly, atomistic simulations are employed to address this limitation of experimental
methods as they afford a detailed atomistic description of the clay edge.

An accurate atomic structure of the 2:1 edge face was first proposed by White and Zelazny [16],
who used crystal growth theory [17] to identify three periodic bond chains (PBCs) that are parallel
to the edges of 2:1 dioctahedral phyllosilicates. Two of these PBCs are symmetrically equivalent,
and one is unique. These PBCs are composed of linked tetrahedron-octahedron-tetrahedron (TOT)
units. White and Zelazny [16] chose to refer to the PBCs according to the center of symmetry across
which the tetrahedra are attached to the octahedron. We preserve this nomenclature and refer to
the symmetrically equivalent PBCs as the AC edge and the unique PBC as the B edge. These edge
structures have been the initial configuration for atomistic simulations of the 2:1 clay edge at both the
quantum mechanical (QM) and molecular mechanical (MM) levels of theory. Many QM simulations
have been used for a detailed characterization of the 2:1 edge structures, surface energies, acid-base
reactivity, and cationic surface complexes [18–27]. These simulations are the most theoretically rigorous
available, but the theoretical rigor comes with high computational costs that limit the model size and
the duration of any QM-based molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Constraints on model size
often result in structures that do not sufficiently isolate the surface groups or clay edges from one
another. By trading some theoretical rigor for computational efficiency, MM simulations can employ
larger models of the clay edge that isolate the edges and explore extended time-scales. The increased
computational efficiency is achieved through the simplification of interatomic interactions to a set of
pair-wise potentials, referred to as a force field, that are parameterized by using experimental or QM
results. With a thoughtful simulation design, the advantages of individual QM and MM simulations
can be leveraged for a comprehensive understanding of the 2:1 clay edges.

MM simulations of clay mineral edges, however, have been hampered by the lack of validated
force fields for the mineral edges. While the development of reliable force fields for clay mineral edges
is an ongoing research topic in the computational chemistry community, a recent classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation study [28] demonstrated that the edge structures can be described within a
reasonable accuracy by using the Clayff force field [29], a force field widely used in the research of
interlayer or basal surfaces of clay minerals. The classical MD simulations not only reproduced the
main edge structrual features obtained by QM-based MD simulations but also offered evidence for
defect structures at the pyrophyllite AC edge, denoted as Edelman Favejee (EF) [30] defects by the
authors who first proposed a similar structure for 2:1 smectites. Defects may play an important role in
surface reactivity, but defects at the clay mineral edges have not been discussed yet. Our atomistic
thermodynamics study based on density functional theory (DFT) [31] tested the thermodynamics
stability of the EF defects and showed that the defects on the pyrophyllite AC edge are feasible at
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water chemical potentials and temperatures at which the pyrophyllite B edge would exist. Recently,
our classical MD simulations [32] using Clayff explored the effects of layer charge arising from
isomorphic substitutions in the octahedral layer on the AC edge of MMT by employing DFT models
with different layer charges. The simulations demonstrated the correlation between local charge
deficits in the octahedral layer and coordination of Al and Mg at the AC edge. The presence of local
charge deficits increased the disorder of the edge Al polyhedra relative to the unsubstituted MMT AC
edges, including five- and four-fold coordination with O and EF defects at the edge.

In the present study, we extend our previous simulations to the B edge of Na-MMT. We develop
a model of the edge informed by the energetics, edge surface groups, and partial charges from DFT
geometry-optimized MMT edge structures suitable for classical MD simulations. Based on this model,
our classical MD simulations provide a detailed characterization of the edge structure, the interfacial
hydrogen bond network, and edge sorption sites as influenced by isomorphic substitutions in the
octahedral sheet.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Molecular Dynamics Simulations

The atomistic model of the Na-montmorillonite (Na-MMT) edge was derived from a previous
model of the pyrophyllite edge, with the details of that model described elsewhere [28]. The B edge
surface model was created from a 4 × 4 × 2 (a × b × c) expansion of the atomic coordinates of the
pyrophyllite-1M unit cell [33]. The octahedral sheet of this 2:1 phyllosilicate unit cell is trans-vacant
(i.e., the two cis-sites, where the anionic positions are shared along an octahedral edge, are occupied;
Figure 1). The B edge structure is created by cleavage of the monoclinic cell along the (010) plane.
A hydrated 60 Å pore was created perpendicular to the B edge faces; the opposing edge interfaces are
separated across the bulk by approximately 30 Å. The simulation cell c dimension was expanded to
30.6 Å, and the two MMT layers were distributed equally in the c direction to accommodate a hydrated
bi-layer in the two interlayer spaces. The initial monoclinic simulation cell geometry was a = 20.84,
b = 94.29 Å, c = 30.64 Å, α = 90.00◦, β = 100.46◦, and γ = 90.00◦.

The unsaturated bonds of the edge surface are healed through the chemi- and physi-sorption of
an integer number of water molecules to maintain the surface at the point of zero net proton charge
(p.z.n.p.c.). The two unsaturated surface Si per TOT unit were healed with one chemisorbed water
molecule (i.e., ≡SiO–H + ≡Si–OH). The unsaturated octahedron of each TOT unit is healed with
one physisorbed water molecule. Unlike the DFT-based molecular dynamics (DFT-MD), wherein
energetically unfavorable initial distributions of physi- and chemi-sorbed water molecules may result
in a re-distribution of protons amongst the surface oxygen [20,24,34], classical mechanical simulations
must proceed from surface structures chosen a priori; the initial surface configuration was created based
on our DFT geometry optimization results. The force fields used in classical mechanical simulation
assign an atom type to each atom in the molecular structure based on the chemical element of the
atom and its coordination environment. We have chosen atom type assignments for the B edge surface
groups such that no new atom types or revisions of partial charges reported for bulk clay minerals [29]
are necesssary. Surface coordinated –OH groups are assigned parameters consistent with the partial
charges, short-range potentials, and harmonic bonds of the hydroxyl oxygen and hydrogen atom types;
the atoms of surface coordinated water molecules are identical to the bulk water molecules.

Isomorphic substitutions of Al3+ by Mg2+ in the octahedral layer were assigned at random and
were subject to the two constraints described previously [32]. The random assignment of substitutions
and the first constraint that prohibits the presence of Mg–(OH)2–Mg pairs in the octahedral sheet
are based on 1H magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) and FT-IR spectra
from MMTs that show no contributions from Mg–(OH)2–Mg moieties and QM simulations that
demonstrated that Mg2+ substitutions are randomly distributed within the octahedral layer [35–37].
The second constraint, informed by the properties of synthetic MMTs [38–41], limits the substitution
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ratio of the edge PBC (i.e., Mg edge substitutions: total number of octahedral edge sites in the PBC)
to less than 0.20, which is the maximum substitution ratio for a synthetic MMT with only octahedral
substitutions. The structural characterization of synthetic MMTs with divalent cation substitution
ratios greater than 0.20 revealed octahedral sheet occupancies greater than 2.00, which is indicative of
an MMT structure with some trioctahedral character, and isomorphic substitutions in the tetrahedral
sheet. The octahedral substitution ratio (i.e., the number of substitutions per total octahedral sites) is
one half the layer charge, x, in number of moles of excess electron charge per the M-MMT chemical
formula: Mx[Al(2−x)Mgx]Si4O10(OH)2, where M is the interlayer counter ion and the term in brackets
represents the octahedral sheet cations. Any assignments that violated either of the two constraints
were ignored, and a new random assignment was made. The two edge interfaces created are comprised
of the edge PBCs of two MMT layers. Each interface possesses an edge PBC with a solvent accessible
substitution (MgSol) and a second edge PBC with a solvent inaccessible Mg (MgPBC) substitution.
The remaining Mg substitutions were distributed in the MMT bulk (Mgbulk). An equal number of
random substitutions were assigned to each layer [N(sub/layer) = 13], and an equal number of Na
ions were assigned to each interlayer space to balance this permanent structural charge. This atomistic
model of Na-MMT had a layer charge of 0.40, which is consistent with the low- to medium-charged
MMT [42] (cation exchange capacity (CEC) ~110 cmolc·kg−1). The chemical formula for the MMT
without sorbed water molecules was (Mg26Al102)Si256O640(OH)128. The interlayer and 60 Å macropore
were hydrated with a total of 1320 water molecules (Figure 1).

The interatomic potentials of the Clayff force field [29] were used for the Coulomb and short-range
interactions as well as the harmonic bonds of the hydroxyl groups in the atomistic model of Na–MMT.
Adjustments were made to the partial Coulombic charges of the octahedral Mg atoms (qmgo = 1.3598 e)
and the bridging O atoms with double substitution (qobss = −1.3116 e) to maintain the charge neutrality
of the atomistic model. Other than these two minor adjustments, all assigned atom types in the MMT
structure are those species available in the Clayff force field. The aqueous phase was described by the
extended simple point charge (SPC/E) water model with harmonic bond stretching and angle bending
terms [43,44]. Long-range electrostatic interactions and the attractive contribution to the van der Waals
interaction were evaluated using the Ewald summation [45], with the repulsive contribution of the
van der Waals interaction truncated at a distance of 10.0 Å. All Ewald summations were determined to
an accuracy of 0.0001 kcal/mol.

All MD simulations were performed with the LAMMPS software package [46], installed on the
supercomputers at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC; Berkeley, CA,
USA). The simulation algorithm has been described in detail elsewhere [32]. In brief, the solution
phase was initiated with a series of short MD simulations in the microcanonical (NVE, T = 298.15 K)
ensemble, where the number of atoms (N), simulation cell volume (V), and energy (E) were held
constant, with the temperature (T) controlled with a direct temperature-rescaling thermostat and the
SHAKE algorithm [47] for water molecule bonds and angles. The timestep increased in a progression
of ∆t = [0.001, 0.01, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 fs] for 40,000 steps each before the solution phase linear velocity was
zeroed, the atoms of the MMT phase were released from their rigid positions, and the thermodynamic
ensemble was changed to isobaric-isothermal [NPT; (P = 1.0 atm, T = 298.15 K)], wherein pressure (P)
and temperature were held constant with a chain of three Nose-Hoover thermostats. The entire system
was then equilibrated for an additional 200,000 steps with ∆t = 0.25 and 0.5 fs. The approximately 200 ps
of equilibration were followed by a 5.0 ns production run in the NPT ensemble. The internal routines
of the LAMMPS code were used to calculate the metal-oxygen radial distribution functions (RDFs) and
coordination numbers (CNs). The charactersitic properties of the RDFs (i.e., metal-oxygen distances,
rMeO; the first-shell minimum of the RDF, ρ; and the coordination numbers, CNs) were calculated from
10 time-averaged blocks of 100 ps duration. The hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) at the NaMMT edge-water
interface were defined by the donor-acceptor separation distance and the donor-hydrogen· · · acceptor
angle criteria developed by Kumar, et al. [48] for the SPC/E water model (dH-bond ≤ 3.2 Å; ∠H–D · · ·
A ≤ 40◦) and rendered and quantified with the open-source program, Visual Molecular Dynamics
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(VMD) [49]. The volumetric density maps were calculated for a 0.05 Å grid resolution and a uniform
atom weight of 1.0 using the VMD VolMap plugin.

Figure 1. (a) Profile of Na-montmorillonite (Na–MMT) model after the equilibration of the aqueous
phase and just prior to the release of the montmorillonite (MMT) atoms from their initial positions.
Al = magenta; Mg = green; Si = ochre; O = red; H = white; Na = blue; (b) Plan view of the octahedral
sheets from the Na–MMT structure showing the locations of the random Mg substitutions (green
polyhedra). The Mg substitutions in the lower sheet can be distinguished from those in the upper
sheet by the stick representations of the octahedral Al–O bonds imposed above the green polyhedra.
MgSol = solvent accessible Mg; MgPBC = solvent inaccessible Mg substitutions in the linking PBC
positions; MgBulk = Mg substitutions in the bulk of the MMT octahedral sheets. Trans-vacant octahedral
sites noted with black shaded circles.

2.2. Density Functional Theory (DFT) Geometry Optimizations

All DFT computations were performed with CASTEP, a planewave DFT code [50], using ultrasoft
pseudopotentials [51] under the generalized gradient approximations [52]. The planewave basis set
was expanded to include kinetic energy of up to 600 eV. A 6 × 4 × 4 grid was used for the k-point
sampling using a Monkhorst-Pack grid [53] for the pyrophyllite unit cell, and one k-point was used for
supercells, which represent surface models. With the chosen kinetic-energy cutoff and k-point grid, the
atomic forces converged to <<0.01 eV/Å. The geometry optimization permitted the coordinates of all
ions to relax. Geometry optimizations were performed until the residual atomic force was ≤0.03 eV/Å
and the root-mean-square stress of the bulk structure was ≤0.02 GPa.

A periodic slab model of the B edge surface for DFT calculations (Figure 2) was created based
on a 2 × 2 × 1 supercell of a geometry optimized pyrophyllite-1M unit cell from Bleam, et al. [33].
This slab model has two symmetric edge surfaces at the left and right of Figure 2. The B edge
structure was cleaved from the supercell in the same manner as the molecular mechanics simulations.
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The generic chemical formula for the surface slab models without sorbed water molecules was
[Al(16−n)Mgn]Si32O80(OH)16, where n = 2 or 3 in our DFT simulations, corresponding to a layer charge
of 0.25 or 0.375. The slab model was comprised of four PBCs (~18 Å thickness). The vacuum space
perpendicular to the edge surface slab model was ~20 Å. The supercell dimensions for the DFT edge
surface model were 10.45 × 37.53 × 10.12 Å (a × b × c) with each edge surface ~1.0 nm2. A distance
greater than 17.5 Å separated the periodic images of the surface models.

Figure 2. Density functional theory (DFT) geometry-optimized Na–MMT B edge structure at (a) a low
layer charge (x1 = 0.25) and (b) a higher layer charge (x2 = 0.375). The bulk, linking periodic bond chain
(PBC), and solvent accessible atom positions in the octahedral sheet are defined. The atom legend is as
in Figure 1. The hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed blue lines.

Isomorphic substitutions of Mg for Al were introduced into the PBC of each edge surface
and, in some models, the bulk of the octahedral sheet. The effect of the substitution location
in the edge PBC was investigated by considering two different models. In the first model, the
isomorphic substitution occupied a solvent accessible octahedron in the edge PBC (Figure 2a, MgSol);
the isomorphic substitution of the second model occupied a linking octahedral position in the PBC
(Figure 2b, MgPBC). A single isomorphic substitution in each edge PBC results in a MMT with a layer
charge, x1 = 0.25. The layer charge of the models was increased to x2 = 0.375 through the introduction
of an additional isomorphic substitution into the bulk of the octahedral sheet (Figure 2b, MgBulk).
The inclusion of the MgBulk atom did not change the substitution ratio of the edge PBCs; the ratio
remained 0.25. Although in excess of our defined constraint, this edge substitution ratio is the lowest
possible for the current DFT model. The small size of these atomistic models imposes limits on the
substitution ratios and layer charges that can be considered. Thus, we have chosen models that most
closely agree with those of the classical mechanical simulations described above and are within the
range of the octahedral substitution ratios of synthetic MMT. The isomorphic substitution of Mg for
Al results in a net negative charge in the supercell representing the surface. In this study, the charge
deficit was compensated by application of a uniform positive background [54].
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Unsaturated bonds at the B edge were healed via the dissociative chemisorption and physisorption
reactions with water molecules to create an edge surface at the p.z.n.p.c. The Si edge tetrahedra each
possess one silanol (≡SiOH) group. Upon cleavage of the B edge surface, each solvent accessible
octahedron is in five-fold coordination with oxygen and possesses one solvent accessible, singly
coordinated hydroxyl group. Saturation of these surface octahedra requires the physisorption of a
water molecule (or other neutral species) to maintain conditions at the p.z.n.p.c. A total of four H2O
molecules per edge surface were used to saturate the solvent-accessible TOT units.

When all edge surface octahedra are equivalent, the assignment of one water molecule and
one hydroxyl group to each edge octahedron is a reasonable initial structure [i.e., ≡Al(OH)(OH2)].
When the surface octahedra include isomorphic substitutions, however, this homogeneous assignment
is perhaps insufficient. The observed spontaneous transfer of protons on the pyrophyllite B edge
surface during DFT-MD simulations [20,24,34]; the effects of isomorphic substitution on the pKa of
edge surfaces groups [25]; and the considerable difference between the first hydrolysis constants of Mg
and Al in solution (pKa1 = 11.4 v. 5.0, respectively [55]) all suggest that the investigation of alternative
initial surface proton distributions is prudent. Liu, et al. [24] used constrained DFT-MD to calculate the
free-energy profile for H2O dissociation from the phyllosilicate edges and identified variations in the surface
functional groups when Mg is substituted for solvent accessible Al sites. Our simulations are designed to
examine explicitly the effects of local charge deficits and the location of isomorphic substitutions on the
edge structure. For the most thorough investigation of these effects, we also considered an alternate initial
proton distribution at the p.z.n.p.c., where the surface octahedron is coordinated to two hydroxyls or two
water molecules [i.e., ≡Al(OH)2 + ≡Mg(OH2)2 and ≡Mg(OH)2 + ≡Al(OH2)2].

3. Results

3.1. DFT Calculation Results

The geometry optimized structures and relative energies demonstrate a correlation between the
distribution of the active surface groups, as identified by Liu, et al. [24], and the magnitude of the
local charge deficit (Table 1). At lower substitution densities (Figure 3a,c), the edge cations of the
octahedral sheet are more likely to be in octahedral coordination with a hydrolyzed Alsol [≡Al(OH)2]
adjacent to a Mgsol coordinated to two water molecules [≡Mg(OH2)2]. This arrangement of surface
groups at a low layer charge can be rationalized by the large difference in the first hydrolysis constant
(pKa) of aqueous Al3+ and Mg2+. At high local charge densities, the isomorphic substitutions are less
likely to be solvent accessible, and the edge Al favor trigonal bipyramidal coordination (Figure 3b,d).
These findings are important for the atom type assignments in the classical mechanical model of the
Na–MMT B edge.

Table 1. Relative total energies (Erel) for the low- and high-layer charge (x1 and x2) Na–MMT B edges
with different proton distributions on the surface octahedra at the p.z.n.p.c.

Octahedral Surface Groups
Erel (kJ/mol)

x1 = 0.25 x2 = 0.375

≡Al–(OH)(OH2) + ≡Al–(OH)(OH2) * 0 0
≡Mg–(OH)(OH2) + ≡Al–(OH)(OH2) −56.9 158.1

≡Mg–(OH2)2 + ≡Al–(OH)2 −98.4 85.8
≡Mg–(OH)2 + ≡Al–(OH2)2 79.1 † n/r

* model with solvent-inaccessible Mg (MgPBC), whose total energy is the reference for the relative energy calculation;
† Initial octahedral surface groups are not stable. A spontaneous proton transfer occurred during geometry
optimization. n/r: not reported.
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Figure 3. Na–MMT models geometry-optimized by DFT with layer charges (a) x1 = 0.25 and
(b) x2 = 0.375; oblique views are provided for the layer charges (c) x1 = 0.25 and (d) x2 = 0.375. Both the
Mgsol and Alsol of the low layer charge model are in six-fold coordination. The Alsol of the high layer
charge model are in trigonal bipyramidal coordination with the surface hydroxyl stabilized through
the H-bonds of water bridges. The asymmetric Mg–OH2 bonds and H-bond patterns are evident in the
oblique views of the interfaces. The atom legend is the same as in Figure 1; hydrogen bonds are shown
as dashed blue lines.

At a higher layer charge (x2 = 0.375), the most favorable location for the Mg substitution was
the solvent inaccessible position of the edge PBC (Table 1, MgPBC). The Alsol of this structure was in
five-fold coordination with oxygen. This coordination is evident upon visual inspection of Figure 3b
and from the large Alsol-water oxygen (Alsol–Ow) distance that places the water oxygen outside of
the first Al–O shell (Table 2). The contraction of the average Alsol–O distance relative to the Albulk–O
distance also confirms the reduced number of oxygens coordinated to the Alsol atoms. The exposed
surface hydroxyl coordinated to Alsol is stabilized via an intrasurface H-bond with the nearest silanol
group and the H-bonds of a water molecule that forms a bridge to the second silanol group of the
surface TOT structure.

Table 2. Interatomic distances for the lowest-energy DFT models of MMT B edges with layer charges of
x1 = 0.25 or x2 = 0.375. The bulk octahedral cation-oxygen distances (Albulk– or Mgbulk–O) are included
for comparison. The water and hydroxyl O atoms are denoted as Ow and Oh, respectively.

α-β Pair
Interatomic Distance (Å)

x1 = 0.25 x2 = 0.375

Alsol–O 1.94 1.85
Alsol–Ow - 3.74
Alsol–Oh 1.85 1.80
Alpbc–O 1.92 1.91
Mgsol–O 2.12 -

Mgsol–Ow 2.32 -
Mgpbc–O - 2.07
Albulk–O 1.93 1.92
Mgbulk–O - 2.07

At a lower layer charge, however, the Mgsol substitution is preferable (Table 1: x1 = 0.25);
the ≡Mg–(OH2)2 and ≡(Al–OH)2 edge structures are the most energetically favorable. In this lowest
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energy structure, the Mgsol is in six-fold coordination with oxygen, including two water molecules
(Figure 3a). The Mg-water oxygen [Mg–Ow] distances were longer than the average Mgsol–O distance
(Table 2). The adjacent Alsol is also in octahedral coordination with oxygen, including two surface
hydroxyl groups. The Al-hydroxyl oxygen [Alsol–Oh] distances at the surface are contracted relative
to the Al–Oh distances in the bulk structure [1.85 v. 1.90 Å, respectively]. The Mulliken charges [56]
of these two surface hydroxyl groups in single coordination with the Alsol and adjacent to the MgSol

substitution were approximately equal (−0.64 e) and slightly greater than both the charges of the
hydroxyl of the edge silanol groups and the bulk structure (−0.60 e).

The initial proton distribution, wherein the Mgsol was hydrolyzed [≡Mg–(OH)2] and the Alsol

was coordinated to two water molecules [≡Al–(OH2)2], was unstable at the low layer charge.
A spontaneous proton transfer from the edge Al to the edge Mg octahedra occurred during the
geometry optimization. The Mgsol octahedra were coordinated to one hydroxyl and a water molecule,
and the Alsol was in five-fold coordination with a hydroxyl group in the final structure. At the higher
layer charge, a spontaneous proton transfer occurred. However, the geometry optimization of this
initial proton distribution did not result in a structure that satisfied the convergence criteria.

The minimum energy edge structures predicted by our DFT optimization concur with those edge
structures obtained via DFT-based molecular dynamics simulations of the B edge with an octahedral
substitution [24]. These previous simulations employed a model that possessed a layer charge of 0.25,
was half the size of our model, and considered only a Mgsol substitution. The active surface groups
in this model were an octahedral Mg [≡Mg–(OH2)2], two different octahedral Al [≡Al–(OH)(OH2);
≡Al–(OH)2], and a trigonal bipyramidal Al [≡AlV–OH].

3.2. Classical MD Simultion Results

All of the relevant surface groups identified via the DFT geometry optimization and DFT-MD
simulations of the Na–MMT B edge are recreated in our classical mechanical model. The surface
groups associated with both low- and high-local charge deficits could be accommodated in the
classical mechanical model due to the greater length-scale of the model. The greater areal extent
of the edge surface in the classical model created a more heterogeneous distribution of isomorphic
substitutions and permitted the creation of a model with the representative surface groups. The atom
type assignment for edges where the Mg substitution is solvent inaccessible is straightforward as the
edge surface groups are all coordinated to solvent accessible Al atoms. The initial assignment of surface
groups for the Alsol is one singly coordinated hydroxyl and one water molecule (i.e., ≡Al–(OH)(OH2)).
When the Mg substitution is in the solvent accessible position, our atom type assignment is informed
by the DFT results. In bulk, the Clayff hydroxyl oxygen atoms associated with isomorphic substitutions
have a different partial charge than unsubstituted hydroxyl oxygens (q(ohs) = −1.0808 e versus q(oh)
= −0.95 e, respectively). Cleavage of the bulk mineral phase can expose these substituted hydroxyl
groups (ohs) at the edge (i.e., ≡Mg–(OH)2). The DFT geometry optimizations demonstrated that
this arrangement of surface hydroxyls was unstable, and protons were spontaneously transferred to
lower the relative energy of the structure (Table 1). As the Mulliken charge of the hydroxyl groups
coordinated to the hydrolyzed Alsol was greater than the other surface and bulk hydroxyls, we have
assigned the two substituted hydroxyl groups to the hydrolyzed Alsol of the classical mechanical model
and saturated the Mgsol with two water molecules (i.e., ≡Al–(OH)2 and ≡Mg–(OH2)2). This choice of
atom type assignments maintains the edge surface at the p.z.n.p.c. and the partial charge neutrality of
the classical mechanical model.

The Alsol–O distance calculated by our classical mechanics MD simulation (Table 3: 1.87 Å)
is intermediate between the distances for the low- and high-layer charge DFT models. This result
is expected given that the larger classical MD model possesses Alsol groups that are in six- and
five-fold coordination with O (Table 3: CN(Alsol–O) = 5.72; Figure 4). The mix of octahedral and
trigonal bipyramidal coordination results from the free exchange of the coordinated water molecule
with the bulk, which is thermodynamically favorable [24]. On average, slightly more than half of
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the ≡Al–(OH)(OH2) surface groups are in octahedral coordination at any time throughout the MD
simulation. The Alsol–O distances of the DFT models that bracket the MD model distances reflect Alsol

that are in either octahedral or trigonal bipyramidal coordination. The Alsol–O distance is contracted
relative to the bulk Al–O distance (Albulk–O). This contraction is attributed to the presence of trigonal
bipyramidal Al at the edge. The Alsol–Oh distance on the Na–MMT B edge agrees well with the
corresponding distance in the DFT model at low layer charge (x1 = 0.25) and previously reported B
edge Al–OH distance of pyrophyllite [28]. The Alsol–Ow distance of the classical mechanical model
of the Na–MMT edge cannot be compared with the DFT models as the Alsol is hydrolyzed at a low
layer charge (i.e., ≡Al–(OH)2) or in five-fold coordination at a higher layer charge in the smaller DFT
models. Comparison of the Alsol–Ow distance of the Na–MMT B edge with the corresponding distance
on the pyrophyllite B edge reveals that it is contracted somewhat (rpeak(Al–Ow) = 2.06 and 2.25 Å,
respectively). The Al in the linking position in the edge PBC (Alpbc) has a first oxygen shell that is
indistinguishable from the Albulk.

Table 3. Cation-oxygen (α-β) pair distribution functions of the octahedral sheet of the Na–MMT model
from classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The pair distribution functions are summarized
by the distance to the first peak (rpeak), coordination number (CN), the first minimum (ρ) of the cation–O
pair distribution for the solvent accessible (sol), and the solvent-inaccessible (pbc) positions of the edge
PBC and bulk positions in the octahedral sheet. The standard deviation for each property (+/−) is
provided. Ow and Oh represent the O of water and hydroxyl, respectively.

α-β Pair rpeak (Å) +/− CN +/− ρ (Å) +/−

Alsol–O 1.87 0.011 5.72 0.037 2.81 0.067
Alsol–Ow 2.06 0.022 0.57 0.038 2.74 0.101
Alsol–Oh 1.85 0.008 1.14 0.000 2.11 0.022
Alpbc–O 1.95 0.010 6.00 0.001 2.67 0.036
Mgsol–O 2.12 0.017 5.99 0.005 2.52 0.030

Mgsol–Ow 2.20 0.019 1.99 0.004 2.52 0.028
Mgpbc–O 2.11 0.012 6.00 0.003 2.44 0.027
Albulk–O 1.93 0.010 6.00 0.000 2.71 0.028
Mgbulk–O 2.11 0.005 6.00 0.000 2.46 0.025

The classical MD model reproduced the solvent accessible Mg-oxygen distance (Table 3:
rpeak(Mgsol–O) = 2.12 Å) of the DFT model at the low layer charge. The MD simulations underestimated
the Mgsol–Ow distance when compared to the DFT results (rpeak(Mgsol–Ow) = 2.20 versus 2.32 Å,
respectively). A closer examination of Mgsol–Ow distances from the DFT geometry-optimization
reveals two distinct clusters of distances at 2.17 and 2.53 Å. With this additional perspective, the first
peak of the Mgsol–Ow RDF reproduces the first cluster distance, and the first minimum of the RDF
encompasses the distance of the second cluster [Table 3: rpeak(Mgsol–O) = 2.52 Å]. The water ligands
associated with Mgsol were not exchanged with the bulk phase during the timescale of our classical
MD trajectory, a result consistent with the slow exchange of first shell water molecules from hydrated
Mg ions (average residence time: 1–2 µs [57,58]). The Mgpbc–O pair distribution is indistinguishable
from the Mg–O pairs in bulk.

3.3. H-Bond Network at the Na-Montmorillonite B Edge

Our MD simulations showed that an extensive H-bond network exists at the edge-water interface
and likely contributes to the stability of the disordered surface structures. The hydroxyl groups of the
trigonal-bipyramidal Al that share an edge with the solvent-inaccessible Mg substitution (Mgpbc) are
H-bonded to water molecules that bridge the surface and form H-bonds with the adjacent octahedral
Al (Figure 4a). Similarly, water bridges stabilize the two water molecules coordinated with the solvent
accessible Mg. These water bridges accept H-bonds from the Mg coordinated water molecules and
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accept or donate H-bonds to the neighboring aluminol or silanol groups (Figure 4b). The hydroxyl
groups of the surface Al accept and donate H-bonds to water bridges to the adjacent surface groups
(i.e., ≡Al–(OH2) and ≡Mg(OH2)2) as well as to the silanol groups. The surface hydroxyl groups
occasionally form intrasurface H-bonds directly by donating a H-bond to neighboring silanol or the O
that bridges the tetrahedral and octahedral sheets (i.e., ≡ (Al or Mg)–O–Si≡). These surface H-bonds
described by the classical mechanics model are qualitatively similar to those observed in the DFT
geometry-optimized structure (Figure 3).

Figure 4. Na–MMT edge structures taken from the MD simulation trajectory at t = 5.0 ns with
substitution in the (a) Mgpbc and (b) Mgsol positions. Both of the Alsol that share an edge with the
Mgpbc are in trigonal bipyramidal coordination with oxygen. The Mgsol and adjacent Alsol are both in
octahedral coordination with oxygen. The atom legend is the same as in Figure 1; Hydrogen bonds are
shown as dashed blue lines.

The observed surface H-bond network described above was quantified for the final 1.0 ns of the
MD trajectory (Table 4). The ≡Mg–(OH2)2 groups almost exclusively behaved as H-bond donors in our
model. The ≡Al–(OH)2 surface groups accepted twice as many H-bond as were donated. Our findings
are a marked departure with previous results from a DFT-based MD study by Liu, et al. [24] that
reported that the water ligands of ≡Mg–(OH2)2 behave as very weak H-bond donors and that
≡Al–(OH)2 accepts one H-bond from solvating waters but typically does not donate H-bonds to
water due to the orientation of the hydroxyl groups. The Al–O–H angle frequency distribution from our
MD simulations possesses a dominant peak at 150◦ with a lesser peak near 110◦ (Figure 5). The lesser
peak is due to one of the four Al–O–H angles in the model that is a H-bond donor in an intrasurface
H-bond (Figure 6b: upper Al–O–H group). This one hydroxyl group does not donate H-bonds to the
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water and its orientation is consistent with that reported in the DFT–MD simulations. The majority
of these hydroxyls, however, are more likely oriented toward the solvent phase. In the DFT-MD
simulations, the reported absence of H-bond donors from these ≡Al–(OH)2 surface groups may be
attributed to limitations in the physical model size and the duration of the simulation trajectory (45 ps).

Table 4. Hydrogen bonding to the edge surface groups. The average number of total H-bonds,
N(H-bonds), is provided as well as the average number of H-bonds donated (D) and accepted (A) by
the surface group. The H-bonds to the silanol surface groups are summarized for silanol groups in TOT
units with ≡Al–(OH)(OH2) (i.e., ≡Si–OH), in TOT units with ≡Al–(OH)2 (i.e., ≡SiAl–OH), and in TOT
units with ≡Mg–(OH2)2 (i.e., ≡SiMg–OH). The average number of H-bonds and standard deviation
(+/−) was calculated from the final 1.0 ns of the 5.0 ns trajectory.

Surface Group H-Bond N(H-Bonds) +/−
≡Mg–(OH2)2 Total 1.54 0.287

- D 1.53 0.281
- A 0.01 0.050

≡Al–(OH)2 Total 1.46 0.329
- D 0.47 0.244
- A 0.99 0.186

≡Al(OH2)–(OH) Total 1.75 0.198
- D 0.65 0.132
- A 1.10 0.140

≡Al(OH)–(OH2) Total 1.24 0.233
- D 1.24 0.231
- A 0.01 0.043

≡Si–OH Total 1.31 0.132
- D 0.78 0.081
- A 0.53 0.106

≡SiAl–OH Total 1.18 0.308
- D 0.79 0.200
- A 0.39 0.230

≡SiMg–OH Total 1.50 0.375
- D 0.86 0.173
- A 0.64 0.297

Figure 5. Frequency distribution for the ≡Al–O–H angles of the hydrolyzed Al adjacent to the
Mgsol sites during the final 1.0 ns of the 5.0 ns MD trajectory. The individual and cumulative
frequency distributions are provided for each of the four relevant ≡Al–O–H angles. The Al superscripts
correspond to the edge complexes in Figure 6; the subscript corresponds to the upper (1) or lower (2)
hydroxyl coordinated to the edge Al.
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Figure 6. Na surface complexes (blue sphere) on the MMT B edge surface that are associated with (a)
the octahedral sheet and (b) the tetrahedral sheet. The atom legend is the same as in Figure 4, with the
additions of Al as octahedra; the first shell oxygen atoms being shown as orange; and the first shell
Al, Mg, and Si as enlarged spheres. The half-maximum isosurface from the Na ion volumetric density
maps are shown as transparent, blue, ovoid surfaces.

The H-bonds of the ≡Al–(OH2)(OH) surface group are reported separately for the OH and
OH2 moieties (Table 4). The hydroxyl group functions as both a H-bond donor and acceptor in
approximately the same proportion as the surface Al coordinated to two hydroxyl groups (i.e.,
≡Al–(OH)2). The coordinated water molecule behaves almost exclusively as a H-bond donor similar to
the water molecules coordinated to the surface Mg. The interfacial H-bonding of the ≡Al–(OH)(OH2)
on the B edge agrees quantitatively with the sum of H-bond donors and acceptors for this group
reported in the previous DFT-based MD of the pyrophyllite B edge [20], which is equivalent to the
pyrophyllite (010) edge in a monoclinic unit cell. We also examined the possible influence of an
octahedral Mg substitution on the H-bonds of the silanol surface groups (Table 4). The hydrolyzed
surface Al and the surface Mg coordinated to two water molecules did not affect the silanol H-bond
pattern when compared to the silanol groups that were un-influenced by the isomorphic substitution
[compare N(H-bond) for ≡SiAl–OH and ≡SiMg–OH versus ≡Si–OH).

3.4. Na-Montmorillonite B Edge Adsorption Sites

During the course of the 5.0 ns MD trajectory, ~10% of the Na counter ions in the interlayer
crossed the edge plane and migrated to the bulk mesopore. The volumetric density maps for these
Na ions for the interval 4.0 < t < 5.0 ns revealed the formation of inner-sphere Na complexes at two
distinct sites: Na was associated with a site in the plane of the octahedral sheet (Figure 6a) and the
cleaved hexagonal cavity of the tetrahedral sheets (Figure 6b). The Na RDFs further showed that these
Na edge complexes formed near the substituted Mg site but are not directly associated with the Mgsol

site (Table 5). The rpeak(Na–Mg) distance was greater than 6 Å (6.5 and 7.9 Å). Sodium formed surface
complexes with Al octahedra or Si tetrahedra but not with Mg octahedra.

One can infer from the volumetric density and RDF analysis that the octahedral sheet sites would
be the stronger of the two types of sorptive sites identified in our simulations. While all edge Na
complexes were in octahedral coordination, the first shell of the complex associated with the hexagonal
cavity (tetrahedral sheet) was somewhat more relaxed than the complexes associated with octahedral
sheets as evidenced by the greater extent of the first shell (i.e., ρ = 3.3 v. 2.6 Å). The Na surface complex
at the hexagonal cavity had four water oxygens, as compared to two in the first shell of the complexes
in the plane of the octahedral sheet. The Na complexes in the plane of the octahedral sheet each had
two bridging oxygen atoms in their first O shell (i.e., CN(Na–Ob) ≈ 2.0); the bridging oxygen atoms
were absent from the first O shell of the Na complex at the hexagonal vacancy as the average Na–Ob
distance was much greater than the average Na–O distance.

The Na edge complexes in the plane of the octahedral sheet have three octahedral
nearest-neighbors as well as the two Si tetrahedra of the shared bridging O atoms. These Na ions
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clearly occupy the dioctahedral vacancy of the B edge and form; what can more generally be described
as multinuclear, tetradentate, inner-sphere complexes. The Na edge complex associated with the
tetrahedral sheet was coordinated with the hydrolyzed Al and the hydroxyl of the Si at the corner of
the cleaved hexagonal cavity. This Na edge surface complex can be described as a binuclear, bidentate,
inner-sphere complex. It is worth noting that, due to the interconversion of the edge Al between five-
and six-fold O coordination, the arrangement of hydroxyl groups at the edge is not static. The tangible
result of this is that the nearest dioctahedral vacancy may not always possess the necessary coaxial
arrangement of hydroxyl groups to form an inner-sphere complex. This necessary surface hydroxyl
configuration was absent in the instance where we observed a binuclear, bidentate complex; a water
molecule occupies the coaxial position of the Al across the dioctahedral vacancy.

Table 5. Pair distribution functions for the Na edge complexes in Figure 6a,b. The total Na–O RDF is
further factored into the constituent O atom types: Ow, water oxygen; Oh, hydroxyl oxygen; and Ob,
bridging oxygen. The a/b values for distances and CNs in the table correspond to the complexes in
Figure 6a,b, respectively.

α-β Pair
rpeak, Å CN ρ, Å

a/b a/b a/b

Na–O 2.34/2.36 6.17/5.89 3.02/3.01
Na–Ow 2.37/2.37 1.98/3.99 2.83/3.12
Na–Oh 2.28/2.32 2.01/2.27 2.62/3.26
Na–Ob 2.49/5.26 1.97/14.37 3.18/6.23
Na–Al 3.27/3.53 2.99/1.01 3.91/3.99
Na–Mg 7.94/6.54 0.99/1.00 8.34/7.20
Na–Si 3.46/3.47 1.96/1.12 4.10/3.97

The crystallographic description of the first site at the dioctahedral vacancy on the B edge
(Figure 6a) is consistent with previous DFT simulations of the B edge complexes for Cd2+ [59]
and UO2

2+ [22] and the interpretation of spectra from polarized X-ray adsorption fine structure
spectroscopy (P-EXAFS) from Ni and Zn sorption on MMT [60,61]. This site is attributed to the strong
site in the 2SPNE SC/CE model of surface complexation on 2:1 phyllosilicates [14]. The second sorption
site associated with the cleaved hexagonal cavity (Figure 6b) is consistent with the second of two most
probable sites identified for UO2

2+ sorption but differed from the Cd2+ surface complexes. The surface
charge condition was not equivalent in any of the simulations; the simulations of Cd2+ complexes had
no structural charge and one deprotonated hydroxyl group per sorbate, while the UO2

2+ simulations
had structural charge balanced with a counter ion and two deprotonated hydroxyl groups per sorbate,
and our simulations possessed only structural charge at the edge. The Cd2+ DFT-MD simulations
sampled two low-energy sites of assumed configurations; a mononuclear, bidentate site associated with
the edge Al (i.e., ≡Al–(OH)2–Cd2+) and a mononuclear, monodentate silanol site (i.e., ≡Si–OH–Cd2+).
In fact, our MD trajectory showed that at early times the Na ion was in a mononuclear, bidentate
octahedral complex with the ≡Al–(OH)2 surface groups (i.e., ≡Al–(OH)2–Na+) but later occupied the
dioctahedral vacancy. This well illustrates the advantage of classical MD simulations in obtaining
sufficient structural data, which could be critical in the interpretation of metal surface speciation.

4. Discussion

The results of our present atomistic simulations provide new insights when compared to previous
simulations of the Na–MMT AC edge [32]. The DFT geometry optimizations of the AC and B edges
both demonstrated a relationship between the local charge deficits and structural disorder of the
Na–MMT edge. The relative stability of octahedral substitutions in the edge PBC, however, was
different for the two stoichiometrically-equivalent edge structures. The AC edge favored substitutions
in the solvent-inaccessible positions (Mgpbc) at both low and high layer-charges [32]. In contrast, on
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the B edge, the favorable site changed from Mgsol at low a layer-charge to Mgpbc at a high layer-charge.
An increase in layer charge reversed the location of the lowest relative energy substitution in the B
edge chain and altered the coordination of edge Al of the octahedral sheets. Trigonal bipyramidal Al
structures were predicted at both the AC and B edges of Na–MMT, but an Edelman-Favejee [30] defect
co-occurs in the tetrahedral sheet with five-fold Al structures on the AC edge [32]. The Alsol and Mgsol

of the AC edge were stable as octahedral and square-pyramidal structures due to the free exchange of
the coordinated water molecule with the bulk. In contrast, no stable square-pyramidal Al structures
were observed on the B edge, being the edge Al transition between octahedral and trigonal-bipyramidal
polyhedra. In addition, the water molecules coordinated with Mgsol on the B edge were not freely
exchanged with the bulk on the timescale of our MD simulations, a result consistent with previous
constrained DFT-based MD that predicted that this exchange was thermodynamically unfavorable [24].
The present simulations, when considered with previous simulations of the Na–MMT AC edge,
demonstrate that a relationship between disorder at the 2:1 phyllosilicate edges and excess local charge
exists but also identify aspects of the disordered structures that are unique to the B edge.

Our exploration of the B edge sorption sites under the influence of octahedral substitutions
was conducted in the absence of variable charge (i.e., pH = p.z.n.p.c.). This pH condition imposes
some limitations on our findings; however, the results should be considered in light of the calculated
pKas of the B edge surface groups. The calculated pKas for the B edge are ~7 for silanol groups and
~8 for aluminol but are subject to relatively large uncertainties that result in the overlap of the two
values [25–27]. On the AC edge, the pKa for the amphoteric Al site (i.e., ≡Al–OH2) is 5.5 [26]. The AC
edge also possesses a lower surface energy than the B edge and would be a greater fraction of the
total edge surface area [19,28,31]. This difference in surface acidities and fraction of total surface
area indicate that the reactive site density of the AC edge will be greater than that of the B edge.
Thus, our findings with regard to the B edge surface complexes are applicable under even mildly
acidic conditions.

Our current classical MD simulations and DFT geometry optimizations provide a unique
perspective on the structure of the montmorillonite edge. We have used DFT geometry optimizations
to affirm the identity of the relevant surface groups in the octahedral sheet and the relationship of
these groups to the local charge deficit. These relevant surface groups can be successfully reproduced
in classical MD simulations using the Clayff force field without modification. When combined with
previous simulation of the AC edge [32], the Clayff force field can be used for future simulations to
explore the properties of the dominant crystallographic edges, nanoparticles, and transport across the
macro- to nano-pore boundary. A limited number of Na counter ions freely crossed this boundary
during the course of our simulations and proved useful as probes in identifying two distinct edge sites
associated with isomorphic substitutions at the edge. The identification of two sorptive sites at the
edge surface and the influence of octahedral substitutions on the sorbed complexes should be useful
in constraining the number and type of sites in surface complexation models of MMT. These results
will also guide the interpretation of experimental spectra and any future atomistic simulations to
determine the free energies for sorption at the B edge. The present simulations have focused on the
role of permanent structural charge originating from the octahedral sheet of 2:1 aluminosilicates with
atomistic models whose layer charges were constrained by synthetic MMTs. The layer charge of 2:1
phyllosilicates can be considerably greater if the isomorphic substitutions originate from or occur in
combination with the tetrahedral sheets [62]. Previous DFT simulations of the 2:1 phyllosilicate edge
have considered the effects of isolated isomorphic substitutions in the tetrahedral sheets on properties
of the edge [24,34]. The effects of tetrahedral substitutions on the edge structure of high-layer charge
minerals (e.g., vermiculite, illite, mica, etc.) and unconstrained classical MD simulations of these 2:1
edges are deserving topics of future classical mechanical simulations.
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